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ABSTRACT 
This paper IS a case study about a manufacturing faci Ii ty 
planning to expand production from two products to nine 
products. The products differ in both size and the quantity 
of sub-assemblies required. Similar technology, however, 1s 
used 1n the manufacturing of al I the products. 
An analytical mode I, MANUPLAN I I, was used to determine 
which design alternative 1s 
quickly compared alternate 
cut analysis t 0 determine 
worth simulating. MAN UP LAN I I 
scenarios and produced a rough-
the appropriate manufacturing 
approach. XCELL, a detail simulation program, performed an 
analysis of the final alternative. A I I software packages 
used in this case study require i t t I e o r n o p r o g r a mm I n g 
experience. 
The objective of this paper I S to provide a methodology 
useful 1n determining the type of manufacturing f ac i Ii ty 
required to produce new and current products 1n a cost-
effective way using simulation and analytical models. 
A b r i e f description of several simulation languages 
provides the reader with an understanding of why MANUPLAN 
1 
• 
I I was chosen to provide a 
manufacturing problems, and 
Simulation System was used 
rough-cut 
why the 
to refine 
solution to the 
XCELL-Factory 
the MANUPLAN I I 
system. 
model 
The analytical model MANUPLAN I I and simulation 
XCELL work to complement each other and provide a 
mechanism for an effective analysis methodology for 
designing manufacturing systems. 
MANUPLAN I I works wel I as a pre-simulation analysis tool 
addressing a wide range of design issues to select a 
desirable design alternative. In initial MANUPLAN I I 
models, the impact of the equipment rel iabi I ity, set-up and 
c y c I e t i me on the system product ion throughput, Work-In-
Process and Turn-Around-Time was determined. The quantity 
and types of equipment required, batch sizes, and queue 
requirements were determined by the initial analysis. 
MANUPLAN I I models are incapable of modeling constrained 
queue sizes and operators. 
XCELL models are more effective for detai I analysis of 
material logistics issues. The XCELL models were used to 
determine the minimum queue sizes required between adjacent 
equipment groups, 
one works ta t i on . 
and user friendly. 
and where operators can tend more than 
XCELL and MANUPLAN 11 are both flexible 
2 
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CHAPTER 1 - METHODOLOGY 
INTRODUCTION 
/ 
' ( 
I \! C •• \ 
In the early stages of manufacturing systems planning, 
computer software packages can help eliminate some of the 
possible solutions when 
strategy and objectives. 
planning corporate manufacturing 
The 
systems planning include 
typical 
defining 
steps involved ,n 
the products, 
manufacturing strategy and objectives, then studying al I 
the possible solutions t 0 arrive at an appropriate 
production strategy. This approach starts with a purpose or 
need, then generates a number 0 f alternative ideas for 
solutions, determines the best solution, develops and 
detai Is the solution, and concludes with the implementation 
of the design. 
To remain competitive and gain the edge 1n efficiency, 
managers and designers need to study as many design 
alternatives 1n as little time as possible. It is therefore 
necessary to use computer models to study the performance 
of the system since experimentation with the system is not 
cost-effective or IS simply impossible. The cost of 
implementing new products and equipment on existing 
J 
3 
manufacturing lines can be prohibitive. Increased global 
competition and the requirement to reduce product costs are 
the driving forces behind 
effective 
strategies. 
methods of 
The benefit of simulation 
costs by ensuring that 
system is accurate before 
a ppr op r i ate mode I s w i I I 
manufacturing strategies 
the development of better cost-
analyzing new man u fa c t u r i n g 
I S I n reducing the installation 
t he des I g n of t he man u f a c t u r i n g 
the system 1s implemented. The 
help 
that 
designers 
best meet 
to focus on the 
the corporate 
objective. Also, t he a ppr op r i a t e mode I w i I I no t I i mi t t he 
creativity of the systems designer. 
Executives involved 1n strategic planning must a I I ow for 
advancing technology, and provide for upward compatibility 
of the manufacturing faci Ii ty. In reaching these executive 
management goals, simulation is a valuable tool to aid the 
decision process but the goals must be formed by management 
and implemented by staff. System modeling and simulation 
can give management the answers to the i r quest ions. The 
u It imate success of implementing a new manufacturing 
strategy must be measured by its impact on manufacturing 
cost at preplanned levels of capacity, equipment 
utilization, and production mix. 
4 
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When developing a new manufacturing system, there are two 
factors that affect the manageab i Ii ty of the project. 
First, the users requirements. How we I I 
requirements and are they stable? Second, 
defined are the 
is the project 
du r a t i on . The t i me i t takes to comp I e t e a p r o j e c t i s s e I d om 
considered by project managers. Is the environment I ikely 
to change during the project? The quicker an evaluation can 
be performed, t he I es s t i me t he re i s for ch an g es to o cc u r . 
I f r e q u i r eme n t s can be expected to change because the 
environment 1s volatile, detailed design decisions should 
be delayed as long as possible. 
METHODOLOGY 
The process of designing a manufacturing plan starts with 
the applicable the generation of a i s t of a I I 
manufacturing possibilities. Using manufacturing strategy 
the design alternatives, the and objectives to generate 
a I t e r n a t i v es can be I i mi t e d by a pp I y i n g an a I y t i ca I mode I s . 
A simulation package can then be used to analyze the best 
alternative. This paper 1s a case study of a man u fa c tu r i n g 
facility which 1s planning to expand production from two 
products to nine products. The products differ in both size 
and the 
technology 
products. 
quantity of 
1s used 1n 
sub-assemblies required. Similar 
the manufacturing of a I I the 
5 
t 
There are three basic manufacturing strategies being 
considered i n this analysis. First, bui I ding a unique 
manufacturing I ine for each product type. Second, building 
a fa c i I i t y t ha t I s a comb i n a t i on o f f I ex i b I e man u fa c t u r i n g 
(where applicable) and s ma I I unique I ines. Finally, 
designing a flexible manufacturing system for all products. 
Two maJor phases, an analytical model and a detailed 
simulation program, w1 I I be used to determine the best 
des i g n pa t h for t h i s p r o j e c t . An an a I y t i ca I mode I w i I I be 
used to determine which design alternative 1s worth 
simulating. The model quickly compares alternate scenarios 
and produces a rough-cut analysis to determine the 
appropriate approach for manufacturing. Once the approach 
to man u fa c t u r i n g 1s clear, a detailed simulation program 
performs a detailed analysis of the final product. All 
software packages used in this case study require little to 
no programming experience and are designed to be used by 
management to improve t he i r de c i s i on ma k i n g p r o c es s . The 
advantages and disadvantages of different software packages 
wi I I be presented in Chapter 2. 
6 
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The bas i c s t e p s used to bu i I d an e f f e c t i v e an a I y t i ca I mode I 
or simulation are:1 
1 ) . Clearly define the problem, and state the 
objectives. Create an outline of the system to be 
studied, including the criteria for comparing 
alternative scenarios. 
2 ) . Gather existing data about currently operating 
man u fact u r i n g I i n e s . This data should include 
equipment, operators, product information. Process 
,_lf 
:t 
I ' 
parameters and probabi i t y distributions 0 f equipment, 1. 
such as the mean time between fa i I ures and mean time to 
repair should also be included. The performance of the 
present system should be documented to aid 1n the 
validating of the mode I . Assure that the d e t a i I used 1n 
the data collection I 5 consistent w i th the objectives 
of the study. Because man u f a c t u r i n g statistics are 
extrapolated for products not yet being manufactured, 
it Is wise to use a I I resources avai I able in gathering 
data, leaving no aspect of the manufacturing process 
unrepresented. The a pp r op r i a t e mode I can be chosen 
after the data is collected. 
1 Averill M. Law, "Introduction To Simulation: A 
Powerful Tool For Analyzing Complex Manufacturing Systems," 
Industrial Engineering, CMay 1986), p.52. 
7 
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3). Validate all input data by consulting people who 
are f am i I i a r w i th the ope rat ions of the system 
Man u fact u r i n g or Process Engineering, (Operators, 
Industrial Engineering and Equipment Engineering). 
These same people should also be consulted during the 
mode I bu i I d i n g pr o c es s as bu i I d i n g a mode I of the 
j - . 
comp I ex man u fact u r i n g sys t em re q u I res i n put f r om a: ~,-0-_ ) 
'"' t hose i n v o I v e d I n t he man u f a c tu r i n g p r o c es s ; i t I s no t , 
a one-person job. The project leader should also be 
a c t i v e I y i n v o I v e d i n t he de c i s i on ma k i n g p r o c es s . 
4). Construct the computer model and debug. Recheck the 
mode I by tracing the process flow by stepping through 
the program by hand. Verify al I input data. 
5). Make plot (test) runs for validation purposes. 
6). Perform a sens i t iv i t y an a I y s is by ma k in g sma I I 
changes In the input data parameters. Compare the data 
CO I I e C t e d i n S t e p t WO to the plot runs. To establish 
that a computer program runs as 
program with simple assumptions the 
intended, run the 
results of which 
can easily be verified. The most accurate method of 
v a I i d a t i n g a sys t em i s by comp a r i n g the results of a 
program w i th an act u a I system Cif possible). Other 
8 
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' 
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methods of evaluating data are explained 
paper. 
7 ) . Design the experiments and the 
later 1n this 
system to be 
simulated and define the initial condition of each run. 
Determine the number of independent simulation runs 
required for each alternative. Ex amine as many 
alternatives as possible to answer any "what j f II 
questions that might exist. 
8). Perform all simulation runs specified 1n step 7. 
9). Analyze the output data to determine the best 
Statistical and/or graphical techniques system design. 
should be used to analyze a simulation project. 
Histograms, pie charts, bar graphs or I ine graphs can 
be used to display results. 
10). Document the model, assumptions and the results. 
The results from the study can then be implemented. 
OVERVIEW 
Management can use the results of the simulation to 
orchestrate the successful implementation of the system. 
9 
,, 
I 
I 
' 
"No simulation project should be considered unless it has 
been documented clearly. 11 2 
Simulation models can take months or even years to bui Id, 
but analytical models can take only days or weeks depending 
on the complexity of the manufacturing system being 
analyzed. This I S the reason for first evaluating all 
scenarios with an analytical mode I and then refining the 
man u fa c t u r i n g process with a simulation model. With an 
analytical 
alternatives 
mode I , 
I n 
a 
a 
designer can explore many design 
short period of time. The analytical 
model acts as a feasibi I ity study. I n the early stages of 
the design, a rough estimate of equipment requirements, 
production rates, work-in-process and turn-around-time can 
be developed to compare alternatives. The equipment 
es t i mate of requirements will enable 
capital investments. 
one to develop an 
Typical 
types, 
input for 
capacities 
analytical models includes equipment 
and reliablities, product demands, 
process routings, and lot sizes. Outputs include production 
rates achieved, product lead t i mes and work-in-process 
CWIP), equipment utilization and downtimes, and queues at 
a "Eleven Steps To Simulating An 
Modern Materials Handling 39, (November, 
1 0 
Automated System," 
5, 1984), p.45. 
' 
---------------~-------------- --------------
• 
() 
''1 ,.,) 
each work center. 3 Analytical model& are le&& accu\;~e than 
--
a detailed simulation model, but wi 11 point ne in the 
co r r e ct d i rec t i on . An accurate sens i t i v i t y an a /y s i s mus t be 
performed with respect to the 
mode I . Experience alone In 
I 
p a r am e t e r s te f i n e d 
manufacturing )systems 
./ 
i n the 
is not 
sufficient to adequately predict the effect bf new products 
/ 
, 
on a process flow. formal give good models 
I 
However, 
) 
predications of performance of the final s;ystem. 
\, 
I 
' 
It 1s impossible for analytical models lo capture a I I the 
/ 
/ ; 
details of a manufacturing system. A' esigner must decide 
how much de ta i I I s required. Too mu1 h detail makes the 
/ 
/ 
model impossible to solve, while too I ittle detai I makes 
the model unrealistic. A c o-m p r om i s e between adequacy of 
representation and ease of solution must be researched. 4 
Once a system design has been decided upon by the designer 
and user, the designer must not only meet the user's needs 
but must prove or validate that the model meets the user's 
needs. The designer must remain flexible while creating the 
mode I . 11 The process of mode I de v e I o pme n t always leads to 
a Rajan Suri and Gregory W. Diehl, "Rough Cut 
Mode I i n g : An A I t e r n a t i v e To Simulation," CIM Review, 
(Winter 1987), p.26. 
4 J . A. Buzacott, 
Robotics And Computer -
Number 1, C1985J, p.26 . 
"Modeling Manufacturing Systems", 
Integrated Manufacturing, Volume 2, 
1 1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
• 
I 
I 
I 
l 
new insights into the system and suggests ways 1n which 
assumptions might be relaxed. 118 
A simulation model 1s a software representation of the 
manufacturing faci I ity and equipment. Simulation models are 
more accurate than analytical models but take more time to 
create and are more costly. The approach used in this paper 
I S to use a simulation model to refine the best option 
p r o v i de d by the an a I y t i ca I mode I Management must review 
the results from the analytical model to assure that the 
simulation 1s in agreement with the strategic objectives 
f or t he man u f a c t u r i n g fa c i I i t y . 
The typical objectives of simulation studies 
manufacturing systems are: 8 
1). To understand an existing manufacturing system with 
the possibility of altering polices and procedures to 
improve the system performance. 
of 
2). To develop a cost effective design of a proposed 
system or to de t e rm i n e a good mod i f i cat i on a I t e r n at i v e 
of an existing system requiring major changes. 
6 . b . d I I . 
• Gordon, G., The Application of GPSS/V to Discrete 
Systems Simulation, (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1975). 
1 2 
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The objective of this paper 1s to provide a methodology for 
using simulation and analytical models to determine the 
type of manufacturing faci I ity required to produce both new 
and current products in a cost-effective way. 
1 3 
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CHAPTER 2 - SIMULATION/ANALYTICAL MODELS 
SIMULATION/ANALYTICAL MODELS 
A designer must choose the software package that is best 
suited to the environment and product being analyzed. 
Because of the complexity of a simulation mode I , the t i me 
needed to develop and adequately validate i t can be 
substantial. 0 ft en the simulation IS developed by computer 
experts so there 1s often difficulty in programming 
ensuring that the model mimics the system. 7 Recent computer 
language developments have provided the opportunity for 
non-programers to develop effective models of manufacturing 
faci I it ies. 
This chapter presents some of the simulation languages used 
today. To understand the advantages and disadvantages of 
simulation languages, one must remember that power and 
flexibility are important attributes. Simulation models can 
be developed using standard languages Ii ke FORTRAN and 
PASCAL, but t h i s chapter focuses on available simulation 
software packages. Presently there are over 100 simulation 
7 J. A. Buzacott, 
Robotics And Computer -
Number 1, (1985), p.26. 
11 Mode I i n g Man u fa c t u r i n g 
Integrated Manufacturing, 
1 4 
Systems", 
Volume 2, 
I 
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software products, a few of which will be described in this 
chapter. 
When s e I e ct i n g a s i mu I at i on or an a I y t i ca I software package , 
one must cons i de r the cost , document at ion av a i I ab i I i t y, and 
ease of use. Also, the language chosen should be easy to 
install and maintain. The structure of the model should 
a I I ow t he use r to u n de rs tan d and mod i f y t he i n p u t data . The 
output data should present the analysis in a manageable 
form. Animation provides a better understanding of part 
movement and any potential 
mode I . 
problems that may exist in the 
A brief description of several simulation languages wi 11 
provide the reader with an understanding of why the 
analytical model MANUPLAN 1 8 was chosen to provide a 
rough-cut solution to the problem, and XCELL - Factory 
Simulation System was used to refine the system. The 
fol lowing languages wi 11 be described: GPSS/V & GPSS/PC, 
GPSS/H, MAP/1, PCMODEL, RESQ, SIMAN & SIMAN/PC 8 , SLAM I I & 
SLAM I I /PC, TESS, GASP IV, SI MSCR I PT I I, XCELL and MANUPLAN 
I I . 
8 MANUPLAN and MANUPLAN I I are registered trademarks 
of Network Dynamics, Incorporated. 
9 SIMAN and SIMAN/PC are 
System Modeling Corporation. 
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GPSS/V & GPSS/PC 
In 1961 IBM 10 developed GPSS, a General Purpose System 
Simulator, one of the f i r s t simulation languages 
C O mm e r C i a I I y a V a i I a b I e . G P S S / V I S the fifth generation of 
. 
IS used to model discrete systems. A network-GPSS and 
based process orientation is used to represent the system. 
GPSS Is a we I I documented and debugged program. It is an 
appealing language because of the ease and speed with which 
models can be built. Block commands defined as run-time 
interrupt routines are combined to create the model. Every 
block represents a basic process that acts on individual 
transactions or entities. Parts 1n the.system can be traced 
by use of the TRACE block. Due to the nature of the 
language, executions are slow. Macros used by GPSS/V 
provide a convenient way 0 f generating the same sequence of 
blocks recursively. 
GPSS/V syntax uses parameters and variables that are not 
always consistent, thus causing confusion. The f lexibi I ity 
of using f u I I -words or ha I f -words for parameters and 
variables 1s more of a problem than an advantage. This can 
result in many program problems. 
101sM is a registered trademark of International 
Business Machines Corporation. 
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Special capabilities to simplify the mode I i n g of 
man u fa c tu r i n g f u n c t i on s I ike conveyors, transporters, etc. 
do not exist. No system animation capabilities exist within 
the language. 
GPSS/V provides an extensive standard statistical output 
consisting of detailed faci I ity and storage uti I ization 
reports and queue statistics. Formatted reports of selected 
statistics can be produced using the built-in output editor 
capabilities, but this procedure is somewhat involved. 
A microcomputer version of GPSS/V that runs on IBM/PC uses 
the same modeling features. This model was created to use 
interactive pre-formatted screens. The command blocks are 
completed automatically. The model execution can be halted 
at any time and the statistics can be displayed. Graphical 
displays of statistics are possible. GPSS/PC a I I ows 
modification of a model in mid-execution. The file created 
with GPSS/PC are not compatible with GPSS/V and editing 1s 
required to transfer f i !es from one system to the other. 
GPSS/H 
GPSS/H, a General Purpose Simulation System, 1s a process 
oriented simulation language developed by J. 0. Henriksen 
to model discrete systems.GPSS/His fully compatible with 
1 7 
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GPSS/V and has features which make it more powerful and 
f I ex i b I e than GPSS/V. GPSS/H has the same capab i Ii ti es as 
GPSS/V but 1s five times faster 1n execution. 
GPSS/H can communicate with programs and subroutines 1n 
FORTRAN. GPSS/H has powerful Input/Output (1/0) 
capabilities which allows arbitrary f i I e s to be read or 
written. Input can have a free format. The output editor 
provides the capabi Ii ties to tailor reports. A minicomputer 
version of GPSS/His available. 
MAP/1 
MAP/ 1 , the first of the Modeling and Analysis Programs, 1s 
a special purpose simulation language for modeling discrete 
manufacturing systems which was created by Pri tsker & 
Associates Incorporated. MAP/ 1 1 s designed to effectively 
analyze batch manufacturing systems which process parts and 
consist of wo r ks tat i on s , transporters, \onveyors, 
operators, and fixtures. 
MAP/ 1 also recognizes part definition, schedu Ii ng 
routings, shift schedules and equipment breakdown. MAP/1 
weak in modeling storage and retrieval systems. 
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Outputs consist of a throughput report by part type, 
wo r k s ta t i on , transporter type, f i x t u r e , and operators. 
Utilization reports provide detailed statistics on 
wo r k s t a t i on s , transporters, conveyors, f i x t u r e s , and 
personnel, to 
process report. 
name a few. MAP/1 also provides a work-in-
MAP/1 contains no animation capabilities and i t 1s not 
avai I able on microcomputers. MAP/1 documentation consists 
of a comp r eh ens i v e user ' s man u a I . 
PCMOOEL 
PCMODEL 1s a general purpose simulation system developed by 
D. A. Wh i t e to model discrete systems. The model 1s 
developed 1n a two-step process. The first step consists of 
describing the layout 0 f the system being modeled for 
animation purposes. This I S a cc omp I i shed by assigning 
machines to grid locations with conveyors defined by many 
g r i d locations. The second step involves defining the 
product flow through the system. The model has a capacity 
of one hundred different processes. A process consists of a 
sequence of operations. 
PCMODEL has I imi ted capabilities for specifying machine 
breakdowns and/or other types of downtime on machines in 
1 9 
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the model logic. It 1s possible to interrupt the simulation 
and manually block and unblock a machine. The model is not 
cap ab I e of us I n g mac r o s to def i n e s i mi I a r wo r ks ta t i on s . 
The output consists of uti I ization reports, throughput for 
individual machines and the to ta I system. The user can 
observe the products moving through the system. The 
simulated time, the number of products 1n the system, and 
the tot a I number of products al lowed in the system are 
continuously displayed on the 
can be increased or decreased. 
Model debugging I S done by 
screen. The 
accessing 
statistics, and the future events screens. 
animation speed 
the animation, 
The user must 
observe the f I ow of the products through the system, the 
associated statistics, and the events that will take place 
and then decide if the model is executing correctly. The 
documentation on PCMODEL consists of a user's manual. 
RESQ 
RESQ 1s a general purpose simulation language developed by 
IBM primarily to model queu Ing systems. RESQ uses a 
network-based process orientation for modeling. It 1s one 
of the few languages providing an interactive environment 
for developing and executing a model, and for reporting the 
20 
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output. The mode I execution can be interactive or batch. 
The user can stop the interactive execution, check the 
output, and continue the run. 
RESQ uses a process orientation, and the product f I ow 
through the system is represented by a chain of events. The 
model 1s limited by the difficulty of defining the complex 
routing used 1n the manufacturing environment. No special 
capabilities exist f o r man u fact u r i n g elements I i k e 
conveyors, transporters, etc. 
The output file contains statistics 
and queues. Customized reports can 
on resources, servers, 
be developed via a PL/1 
programming language interface. Graphs 0 f the results can 
"------/ 
be generated by US I n g nature RESQ procedures. No animation 
capabilities e X i St 1n RESO. RESO I S not ava1 I able f o r 
microcomputers. 
SIMAN & SIMAN/PC 
SIMAN I S a combined discrete-continuous SIMulation ANalysis 
language for mode I i n g general systems developed by C. 
Dennis Pegden. The language provides both event and 
network-based process orientation modeling. SIMAN models 
are made up of the physical model of the system and the 
experimental framework. The phys i ca I model defines the 
2 1 
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static and dynamic characteristics of the system while the 
experimental framework defines the conditions under which 
the model wi 11 be run. FORTRAN subroutines can be used with 
th i s mode I . 
Block diagrams are used to define the model file. The model 
file contains i n f o r ma t i on on product flow, 
experimental 
flow logic, and 
selected t i me data. The file contains 
information on the statistics desired, resource 
availability, and t i mes associated w i th each piece of 
equipment. SIMAN provides the macro definition. Systems 
trace is the primary vehicle used for debugging. 
The output statistics must be requested ,n the experimental 
framework. SIMAN can generate plots and histograms. FORTRAN 
can be used to compute non-standard statistics. Animation 
capabi I ities are available via the SIMAN/PC facility, 
CINEMA. 
SIMAN requires t h a t users have a basic knowledge of 
FORTRAN, thereby imiting its use. SIMAN has a fully 
compatible version for microcomputers. The documentation on 
S I MAN i s a book by C . Denn i s Peg den . The man u a I p r o v i des a 
technically thorough explanation of the product. 
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SLAM I & SLAM I I/PC 
C. Dennis Pegden and A. Alan B. Pritsker developed SLAM. 
SLAM I I , the second version of the general Simulation 
Language for A I t e r n a t i v e Mode I i n g , 1s an advanced FORTRAN 
based simulation language that permits the development of 
discrete or continuous process simulation models. The input 
consists of FORTRAN subroutines. The network portion of the 
model describes the product f I ow t h r o ugh the system along 
w i th some simple flow logic, and general specifications 
like variable initialization, simulation run lengths, and 
statistics desired. 
SL AM I I has no special capabilities to model manufacturing 
fun ct ions I ike conveyors and transporters. It has no formal 
structure for defining macros of system components. 
The output consist of queue statistics and recourse 
utilizations. The output files are compatible with LOTUS 1-
2-311_ The model does provide histograms and plots. System 
trace ts the vehicle used for debug g i n g . SL AM I I has no 
an i ma t i on cap ab i I i t y . SL AM I I has a f u I I y comp a t i b I e m I c r o 
and mainframe version. The documentation available for SLAM 
I I IS a t e X t book, user's manual and other articles. 
1 1 LOTUS and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of the 
LOTUS Development Corporation. 
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Excellent user's manual 1s available from the organization 
I ea s i n g SL AM I I . Use o f SL AM I I re q u i r es u s er have a bas i c 
knowledge of FORTRAN. 
TESS 
TESS, The Extended SLAM System, 1s an integrated simulation 
support system for SLAM I I. TESS provides building and 
analysis capabilities for SL AM I I simulation models. TESS 
also generates cu s tom i zed reports consisting of tables, 
plots, charts and graphs. Ease of use is the philosophy 
behind TESS. Simulation languages should integrate a 
variety of supporting systems, making the job of bui I ding a 
mode I, analyzing the i n p u t and output, and observing the 
dynamic behavior of the system I n simulation t i me easy f o r 
an analyst. SLAM I I I S the mode I i n g vehicle for TESS, so 
the model 1ng capabi i ties of TESS are the same as that of 
SLAM I I. 
The report and graphics capabilities a I I ow the user to 
generate plots, bar charts, histograms, pie charts, and 
range charts. TESS has powerful animation capabilities 
which can be used during debug. 
TESS 1s not available on microcomputers. TESS documentation 
consist of a user's manual. 
24 
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GASP IV 
' 
GASP IV IS a FORTRAN based simulation language that 
provides conceptual framework and supporting routines for 
writing discrete event, continuous, and combined discrete 
I '. event simulations. 1 a A GASP IV discrete-event simulation 
I model system as consisting of 
entities, with views a 
associated attributes and files which contain entities with 
I common characteristics. 
I SLAM was largely based on GASP I V , therefore the overall 
I 
features are similar. Additional GASP IV features include 
different integration algorithms which can be user-
I selected, procedures f o r handling partial differential 
equations, and logic, memory and generator functions. 
I 
SIMSCRIPT I I 
I 
I SIMSCRIPT II 1s a discrete-continuous simulation model and 
1s primarily event oriented. The most appeal 1ng attribute 
I of SIMSCRIPT IS its English-like format which makes 
programs easy to read and self-documenting. SIMSCRIPT II 1s 
I one of the most powerful simulation I anguages ava i I ab I e 
today. 
12 A. Alan B. Pri tsker and Claude Dennis Pegden, 
...:.I __ n __ t~r ..;.o....;:d;...;u __ c___._t __ i....;:o~n~..:..T..;:;o___.;S::;....;..i .:.;.;m:..;:;u;...;l;...;a::;;....:..t -=-i ....;:o;...;n~.;...;A..;..n:...::d~S=L..:..A.:.;...;.M , e d . J o h n W i I e y & S o n 
Inc. (New York: Halsted Press, 1979), p.498. 
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SIMSCRIPT II can perform continuous and combined discrete-
continuous simulations. The event-scheduling approach used 
by GASP IV is used by SIMSCRIPT I I. 
Kiviat, Vi I lanueua and Markowitz company developed the 
I SIMSCRIPT I I computer language. 
I XCELL 
I XCELL 1s a special purpose factory modeling system 
I 
developed by R. Conway, W. L. Maxwell, J. 0. McClain and S. 
L. Worona at Corne 11 University. XCELL 1s a menu-driven 
I mode Ii ng sys tern used to build a 11 logical model" of a 
manufacturing process. Simulation packages usually require 
I specialized programming language expertise; XCELL IS 
I 
designed for use by engineers and managers who are faced 
w i th manufacturing problems but lack specialized 
t p r o g r a mm i n g I an g u age s k i I I s . 
I Graphics are used to guide the user through the 
construction of an XCELL model. Symbolic graphics, rather 
I than complex three dimensional pictorial graphics, are used 
t 
1 
to model elements. A uniform grid of cells represents the 
factory floor, but the elements will not actually reflect 
the relative size or position of the equipment. 
26 
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The input for XCELL 1s categorized under one of five basic 
bu i I d i n g b I o ck s : "Wo r k c en t e r s , w he r e p r o c es s es are run to 
perform work, Receiving areas, w he r e ma t e r i a I i s rec e i v e d 
f r om t he o u t s i de wo r I d , Sh i pp i n g a r ea s , f r om w h i ch f i n i s he d 
ma t er i a I . IS shipped to the outside world, Buffers, where 
work-in-process inventory I S stored, and Maintenance 
facilities, from which service teams are sent to repair or 
provide scheduled maintenance for work centers." 13 The 
typical input 
Fa i I u re C MT BF) 
for a workstation includes Mean Time Between 
and Mean Time To Repair CMTTR) of the 
equipment, plus process and s e t u p t i m e . C o p y c o mm a n d s can 
be used to duplicate work centers. 
The XCELL queuing theory 1s based on a first come, first 
serve philosophy. Batch manufacturing can be performed as 
required. 
describes 
The basic 
the work 
design 
done 
elements are "Process, which 
at a work center; Links, which 
describes the material flow to and from a process." 14 The 
costs associated with each element can be input to receive 
a report of 
manufacturing 
tot a I 
system 
capital 
being 
and operating costs of the 
modeled. XCELL has I imi ted 
conveyor capab i Ii ti es. 
1s Richard Conway 
Factory Model 1ng System, 
1987), p.10. 
1 4 ibid. p.11 
et al., User's Guide To XCELL+ 
(California: The Scientific Press, 
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The typical output 1s uti I ization of work 
t i mes , batch s i z e , buffer capacity, 
center, cycle 
maintenance 
characteristics, flow and bottleneck analysis. XCELL also 
has graphics capabilities. XCELL's animation capabilities 
are a dynamic display of the events by tracing the product 
through each basic building block. XCELL was designed for 
microcomputers I i k e the I BM/PC AT . I t 1s a powerful, easy 
to learn manufacturing model 1ng tool. 
MANUPLAN I I 
MANUPLAN I I IS a special purpose factory modeling package 
for designing and analyzing manufacturing systems. MANUPLAN 
I I I S an analytical model developed by Rajan Suri and 
Gregory W. Diehl and i t IS marketed by Network Dynamics 
Inc .. In the initial planning and design phases, MANUPLAN 
II overcomes the disadvantages of simulation. 
MANUPLAN ll's flexibility and power come f r om i t s use of 
LOTUS 1-2-3 for both setting up and analyzing outputs. The 
LOTUS interface makes the tool easy to use by engineers and 
managers. MANUPLAN uses the standard LOTUS 1-2-3 graphics 
capabilities. 
28 
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The typical inputs are MTBF, MTTR, o v e r t i me fa c to r s , s e t up 
time, process flow and equipment capabilities. The output 
IS the equipment utilization summary sheet, work-in-
process, and turn-around times. 
MANUPLAN II is not designed to replace simulation packages, 
bu t to au gme n t them, providing a rough cut alternative 
analysis quickly. "In these early stages of manufacturing 
systems planning of decision-making, it offers an effective 
alternative to simulation. 11 1s MANUPLAN I I is based on a 
state of the art an a I y t i ca I mode I which combines network-
of-queues and rel iabi Ii ty model I ing. Analytical models can 
be 5% to 1 5% within the accuracy of simulation models. 
Analytical models are not good for short-term decisions, 
but are good for long term planning. 
MANUPLAN II 1s available on Microcomputers. 
SUMMARY 
There are three main approaches that can be used In 
developing simulation models for manufacturing systems. The 
first approach involves using languages such as FORTRAN or 
PASCAL and writing a special purpose program. Models 
16 MANUPLAN I I User's Manual for 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Network Dynamics 
1987), p.iii. 
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Release 1.0, 
Incorporated, 
------------- . - .. 
written 1n programming languages are expensive, require 
long lead times and often become obsolete quickly. 
The second approach 1s to use a discrete event simulation 
language to write the model 
languages ike SIMAN, SLAM, 
of a given 
etc. make 
system. These 
it simple for a 
p r o g r a mm e r t o mo d e I a system and a programmer can add as 
much detai I as desired. These programs require subroutines 
Ci .e. use of FORTRAN or other languages) to develop detai Is 
i n a mode I . 
The third approach involves adapting a manufacturing system 
simulation package to fit the system. This 1s the quickest 
and easiest method to implement. The third approach 1s the 
method used to overview the factory of the future in this 
project. The analytical model MANUPLAN I I was chosen 
because of the ease with which i t can be set up and its 
flexibility 1n modeling alternatives. MANUPLAN II requires 
no programming experience, just a basic understanding of 
the factors that affect a manufacturing faci Ii ty and LOTUS 
1-2-3. MANUPLAN I I 1s very easy to ins ta I I and maintain. 
The input can be modified easily so that variables such as 
arrivals and equipment can be adjusted. MANUPLAN I I 
contributes a "rough cut" analysis of 
XCELL, fa c tor y mode I i n g sys t em, adds 
simulation packages to the analysis. 
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capabi Ii ties trace the product through the process flow, 
providing statistical and visual output that can be used to 
refine the system. 
Typically, when implementing a new manufacturing strategy, 
management must decide on the number and types of 
equipment, equipment layout, buffer requirements, parts 
volumes and mixes, and alternative material routings. 
Analytical models can help define the requirements and 
assure that the simulation model input 1s stable. 
The objective f o r using MANUPLAN I I 1s to determine the 
best manufacturing strategy based on 1ne balancing, lot 
S I Z e S , queue sizes, works ta t i on buffers, effect on 
equipment uti izations, WIP (work-in-process), TAT (turn-
around-time), and production throughput. MANUPLAN I I 
resolves the issues needed for detailed simulation models. 
It provides the input needed for management to make 
decisions at an aggregate level Using simulation 1s slow 
for use 1n making initial and costly and not practical 
decision. MANUPLAN I I and XCELL models complement each 
other and provide a mechanism for an effective analysis 
methodology for manufacturing system design. 
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THEORY BEHIND MANUPLAN 
To understand the limitation of MANUPLAN II, one must first 
understand the theory on which it is based. 
"MANUPLAN I I is based on an open network 
model with multiple classes of customers. It 
is so I ved us Ing a node decomposition 
approach. Each node analyzed is a GI /G/m 
queue, with an approximation for the mean 
waiting time based on the first two moments 
of the arrival and service distributions. The 
solution takes into account the 
interconnection of the nodes (departure 
processes connect into arrival processes) as 
wel I as the impact of failures on the service 
time and departure distributions. 111 e 
The terminology used to describe the behavior of the system 
I S a roLit ing, arrival process, and dispatch and scheduling 
policies. The routing I S defined as the technological 
requirements on the sequence of operations or equipment 
required to process a part. The arrival process i s the 
determined by whether parts arrive one at a time or 1n 
batches. The dispatch and scheduling policies describe the 
method by which parts are released to and removed from each 
operation such as a FCFS Cfi rst come, first served) basis. 
In an open queuing network, the dispatcher and the 
equipment are represented by single server queues. In the 
18 MANUPLAN 11 User's Manua I for Release 1.0, 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, Network Dynamics, Inc., 1987), 
p.3-6. 
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complete decomposition approach, each queue 1n an open 
queuing network is analyzed separately. The approximation 
assumes that the inter-arrival times to each service center 
form independent and identically distributed random 
variables. Remember that the input to one server is the 
output of another, thereby producing a continuous flow of 
parts. Equipment reliability is a factor which is added to 
the equations to provide the abi Ii ty to better define the 
characteristics of the equipment. 
The basic mathematical equations f o r 
developed by J . Little. Little's 
state queuing process as:17 
where: 
L = Y*W 
L is the expected number 
system. 
0 f 
W represents the expected 
unit in the system. 
1/Y IS the expected t i me 
queuing 
law defines 
theory were 
the steady 
uni ts ,n the 
time spent by a 
between two 
consecutive arrivals to the system. 
17 John D. C. Little, A Proof for the Queuing Formula: 
L = v•w, Opera t ions Research, Volume 9, 1961, p.383. 
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Little's law, enhanced by Rajan Suri and Gregory W. Diehl, 
p r o duce s t he bas i c e qua t i on s used i n MAN UP LAN . The p u r pose 
of the equations 1s to take the key aspects of the system 
and develop output that reflects the performance of the 
component interact ions. 
Limitations and Applications 
provide data that IS suited for Queuing network models 
long-term planning, not short-term decisions. Analytical 
models should never be used to determine how to best set up 
a facility. If the output queue of a machine is ful I, the 
operation wi I I stop, thus causing the output data to be 
inaccurate. Therefore, detailed simulation must be 
performed before decisions are finalized. 
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CHAPTER 3 - CASE STUDY 
CASE STUDY - INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of t h i s case study IS to determine future 
planning for the ex pans I on of a factory currently 
manufacturing two products. Factory management 
. 
15 
considering manufacturing seven additional products that 
require equipment and process flows similar to the current 
manufacturing I ines. Management wi 11 use simulation results 
to determine the type of manufacturing faci I ity that should 
be ins ta I led. The case study demonstrates the methodology 
outlined 1n Chapter , . Si n c e the case study I S a 
confidential project only general concepts w1 be 
presented in this report. 
MODEL BUILDING 
A model 1s a description of a manufacturing system. A 
manufacturing system ts defined to be a collection of 
people and/or machines (elements), which act and interact 
together to accomplish a logical manufacturing process. A 
model builder must decide which system elements should be 
included 1n the model. The purpose for building the model 
35 
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must be established to enable a modeler to make decisions. 
The significance of each element shou Id be es tab Ii shed 
before using the element 1 n the mode I . A mode I ' s success 
depends on the inputs/elements and the relationships 
between the elements. 
The first step used 1n effective modelin"Q I S to clearly 
define the problem and state the objectives. The objective 
is to determine the ultimate manufacturing process strategy 
used to produce al I the products. 
SCENARIOS 
Three basic manufacturing scenarios were considered 1n this 
analysis: 
1). Design a unique manufacturing I 1ne for each product 
type. 
2). Design a facility that 1s a combination of flexible 
man u fact u r i n g (where applicable) and sma I I unique 
I i n es , depending upon the process and/or equipment 
capability. In this case study a flexible manufacturing 
line is one that is capable of manufacturing al I the 
products on one set of equipment, but the process is 
not necessarily automated. 
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3 ) . Design a flexible manufacturing system for the 
manufacture of al I the products. 
CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT 
To develop a conceptual layout of a faci Ii ty being modeled 
one should follow the design process outlined below: 18 
1."Define the objective of the facility." 
When planning a new facility, it is essential 
that you quantify the products to be 
produced. "Volumes of production should be 
identified." 
2. "Specify the pr 1mary and support 
activities to be 
the object iv e. 11 
performed 
L i s t 
equipment, process f I ow 
maintenance activity. 
1n accomplishing 
al operations, 
and accepted 
3. "Determine the interrelationships among 
al activities," by defining the process flow 
and the equipment used at each operation. 
4 . 11 D e t e r m i n e t h e s p a c e r e q u i r em e n t s f o r a I I 
activities. All equipment, materials and 
personal requirements must be considered when 
calculating space requirements for each 
activity." 
5. "Generate alternative faci I ities plans." 
The facilities design alternatives will 
include alternative layout designs for each 
scenario. 
6. "Evaluate the facilities p I a n . 11 I n t h i s 
case study, the plans wi 11 be evaluated by 
an analytical model. 
1e James A. Tompkins and John A. White, Faci Ii ties 
Inc. 1984), p.10-11. Planning, (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 
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7. "Select a facilities plan. The problem is 
to de t e rm i n e w h i ch p I an w i I I be t he mos t 
acceptable in satisfying the goals and 
objectives of the organization." 
8 . " I mp I eme n t the facilities plan. II 
9. "Maintain and adapt the faci Ii ties p I a n . 11 
1 0 . "Redefine the objectives of the 
faci i ty." 
The alternative layouts are critical 1n the faci Ii ties 
planning process because 
establish the physical 
the layout selection wi 11 serve to 
relationships between activities. 
When designing a new facility, one should keep expansion 
capabi Ii ty 1n mind, especially when the process requires 
compressed a I r , water, chemicals, electricity, chemical 
exhaust or a clean room atmosphere. 
The actual layout ,n t h i s case study w i I I fol I ow the sector 
approach layouts o u t I 1ne ,n Chapter 4 . Initially the 
sectors w i I I be connected manual I y ' but at a later date a 
conveyor sys t em w i I I be added to I n crease e f f i c i ency . I t I s 
important to start srnal I and bui Id on success. Note that a 
conveyor sys tern is being used ,n the current production 
area. 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
One should understand the general terminology used In 
computer model 1ng before designing simulation experiments. 
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A. M. Law and W. D. Kelton defined the terminology 1n their 
book "Simulation Modeli·ng And Analysis" as follows: 
"In the terminology of experimental design, 
the (input) parameters and particular 
structural assumptions composing a model are 
cal led factors, and the (output) measure of 
performance 1s cal led the response. Factors 
can be either quantitative or qualitative, 
Quantitative factors are those which 
naturally assume numerical values," e.g. 
cycle time, setup, MTTR, MTBF, etc. 
"Qualitative factors typically represent 
structural assumptions 1n a model which do 
not have a natural meaning, such as the queue 
di s c i p I i n e , " 1 e e. g . FIFO, 100% staff in g . 
"In simulation experiments we can also 
classify factors as being controllable or 
uncontrollable. Controllable factors 
represent policy options available to the 
managers of the real-world system being 
modeled," e.g., the number of work stations, 
equipment, and the queue discipline. 
"Uncontrollable factors, while sti 11 being 
inputs to the model and thus generally having 
an effect on the responses, cannot be 
manipulated 1n the real-world system at will 
by management;" arrival rates and demand 
sizes are examples of uncontrol I able factors 
1n simulation experiments, since they are 
most relevant to decisions which must be made 
about implementation of a real world system. 
"Uncontrollable factors might also be of 
interest 1n simulation experiments, e.g., we 
might want to asses5 how an abrupt increase 
1n arrival rate of product would affect the 
expected average delay 1n queue. In a given 
model, the decision as to which parameters 
and structural assumptions are considered 
f i x e d asp e c t s o f t he mode I and w h i ch a r e t he 
experimental factors depends on the goals of 
19 Averill M. Law and W. David Kelton, Simulation 
Modeling and Analysis, (New York, NY: McGraw Hi 11 Company, 
1982), p.370-372 
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the study, rather than 
o f t he mode I . 11 a o 
on the inherent form 
"In the simulation context, experimental 
design provides a way of deciding before hand 
which particular system variants to simulate 
so th a t t he des i red i n format i on can be 
ob t a i n e d a t mi n i ma I cos t , i . e . , w i t h t he 
least amount of simulation. Carefully 
t hough t - o u t , 11 des i g n e d " , exp e r i men t s a r e t h us 
much more efficient than a "hit-or-miss" 
sequence of runs 1n which we simply "try" a 
number of alternative systems 
unsystemat ical ly to see what happens. 11 2 1 
The go a I s for this case study are to find the optimal 
combination of input factors which provides the best 
response In the fol lowing areas WIP (Work In Process), TAT 
(Turn Around Time), and Equipment utilization. To reach 
this goal MANUPLAN I I was used to build analytical models 
of each alternative. The results of the analytical model 
were then displayed graphically. After carefully analyzing 
the best alternative, the simulation model XCELL was used 
to refine the manufacturing faci Ii ty. 
.f 
Objectives 
The objectives of the case study are: 
*To answer the question: What 1s the best alternative 
for future planning? 
20 ibid. 
21 ibid. 
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• To provide management w i th results that are 
manageable. 
*To prove that MANUPLAN I I can be used as a rough-cut 
analysis tool to determine the best approach for 
defining the factory of the future. 
/ 
*To show that XCELL IS capable of refining a 
manufacturing faci I ity. 
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CHAPTER 4 - PROCESS DEFINITIONS 
PROCESS PLANNING 
To manage t h i s p r o j e c t , the process f I ow of each product 
was broken down into manageable pieces called sectors. A 
sector 1s defined as an area 1n which a ser 1es of 
operations can be performed. Each sector has a unique tool 
set, consisting of five to 15 pieces of equipment, at which 
15 to 30 operations can be performed. 
SECTORS 
The study of products requ1 res six basic sectors 1n the 
manufacturing process. The sectors a r e Rec e i v i n g / I n com i n g 
Inspection, Build, Test, Packaging, Repair and Disassembly. 
The typical process 
Figure 1. 
f I ow be tween 
42 
sectors I S defined 1n 
RECEIVING/ 
INCOMING INSPECTION 
I 
BUILD - REPAIR 
TEST 
I 
PACKAGING DISASSEMBLY 
I Figure 1: Process Flow Diagram 
I The function of the sectors shown ,n the flow chart are as 
t fol lows: 
The receiving/incoming inspection sector rs the sector rn 
which al components and subassembl ies are received from 
vendors, inspected and kitted for the bui Id sector. 
I 
The bui Id sector assembles a I I the components and 
' 
subassemblies required for electrical test. 
The t e s t sector contains a series of tests required to 
assure the electrical integrity of the product. 
The packaging sector adds the mechanical covers/packaging 
to protect the product frdm the service environment. 
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The repair sector fixes defective components. 
The disassembly sector Is the one 1n which the mechanical 
• 
covers are removed when repairs are required to electrical 
components. 
PRODUCT DEFINITION 
The product description includes size, shape, quantity of 
subassembl ies and components. Table 1 i s an example of a 
matrix used to define products and demonstrate similarity. 
SUBASSEMBLIES/COMPONENTS 
PRODUCT SIZE a b C 
' 
I 
I 
A medium large X X 
B medium large X X 
C large X X X 
D large X X X 
E very large X X X 
F medium large X 
G s ma I I X 
H very s ma I I X X 
I smallest X 
11 x 11 equals a quantity of subassembl1es required and may 
differ between products. 
Table 1: Product - Component Matrix 
The quantity of subassembl ies and/or components defines the 
key process parameters of the products. 
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FLOW CHARTS 
The technological requirements for the sequence of 
operations or equipment required to process a part is 
defined as the routing. Most engineering routings are 
accurate, but few manufacturing areas fol low the routings, 
MANUPLAN I I and XCELL assumes that this can be control led. 
Graphic definition of the routing is used ,n this case 
-study to provide a visual ~epresentation of the parts flow. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the ease of graphical comparison of 
routings. 
CA) CB) CC) 
lngate lngate lngate 
~ i i 
Prep A Prep B Prep A 
11 11 11 
Tool A Tool B Tool A 
11 I Inspect Deprep B Inspect 
I I 11 11 
Prep B Inspect Pre~ B 
11 
Tool B Outgate Tool B 
11 I 
Deprep B Deprep B 
11 11 
Prep C Inspect 
1 l 
Tool C Outgate 
11 
Deprep C 
11 Inspect REPAIR LOOP 
~ Outgate PART PATH 
Figure 2: Single Products Routings 
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The process flow of i terns A, 8, 
integrated to show sample routing 1n 
loop represents the process flow for 
lngate 
CA,Cl ~ 
Prep A 
11 
Tool A 
f I 
Inspect 
fl 
Prep 8 
11 
Tool 8 
II 
Deprep 8 
f Prep C It CA) 
Tool C 
II 
Deprep C 
II 
Inspect 
i 
Outgate 
C 1n Figure 2 are 
Figure 3. The repair 
rework parts. 
CB) 
CB,Cl 
REPAIR LOOP 
PART PATH 
Figure 3: Combination Of Products Routing 
DATA REQUIREMENTS 
The second step input data. The . IS the collection of 
typical data collected is cycle time, setup time, number of 
shifts, batch size, process yields, MTBF, MTTR, overtime 
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factors, process flow and equipment capabilites. The 
gathering of data is not only costly and ti me consuming, 
but the data must be constantly maintained. I n dealing w i th 
data, one should remember Pareto's principle CABC - 11 80-20 11 
r u I e) of separating the important few from the trivial 
many. 
Ground rules 's-h-ould be setup for data collection. One 
should assure that the detai Is used in the data collect ion 
are consistent with the objectives of 
Manufacturing statistics f o r products not 
the 
yet 
study. 
being 
manufactured should be extrapolated. It 1s wise to use al I 
resources available ,n gathering data, leaving no aspect of 
the manufacturing process unrepresented. 
EQUIPMENT/MANUAL OPERATION DATA 
The definition 
described below. 
of each element of the input data 1s 
MTBF I 5 a reliability factor, measuring the average 
time between failures. 
MTTR is the average time needed to repair a piece of 
equipment once a failure has occurred. 
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Tool Avai labi Ii ty is defined by the fol lowing equation: 
MTBF - MTTR 
Tool Availability•• -
MTBF 
The MANUPLAN and XCELL programs require MTTR and MTBF to be 
presented in minutes. 
Overtime factor 1s the available time a tool can be run 
above t he s tan d a rd sh i f t . C May be i n p u t or o u t p u t . ) 
Number .Q._f_ Shifts represents the number of eight hour 
periods the 
or output.) 
factory 1s planning to run. (May be input 
Cycle Time 1s the time required to process each unit. 
Setup Time 1s the time required to prepare equipment to 
run a process different from the previous one. 
Batch Size 
a I o t . 
1s the quantity of parts to be processed in 
aa Groover Mikell P., Automation, Production Systems, 
and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing, (Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prent ice-Hal I, inc, 1987) p.37 
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Yield is defined as the percentage of defective parts. 
The company studied attempts to recover as much of the 
defective parts as possible. 
The matrix 1n Table 2 was established to document the input 
data collected. 
Tool Quantity Tool MTTR 
Name Avai lab ii ity 
PrepA x xxx xxx 
Tool A x xxx xxx 
MTBF 
XXX 
XXX 
Set-up 
Time 
xx 
xx 
Table 2: Input Data Collection Form 
FORECAST 
Cycle 
Time 
xx 
xx 
A forecast 1s established by using past data to predict 
future va I ues. Quantitative techniques were used 1n this 
case study to predict the volume of parts to be produced 1n 
the future for long range planning. Figure 4 demonstrates 
which parts are expected to climb or decline in production 
depending on time or the phase of the parts life cycle. 
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LEGEND 
PRODUCT A ---
PRODUCT B - - - - - . 
PRODUCT C ··········· 
PRODUCT D - - -
~-------' 
Figure 4: Forecast 
ASSUMPTIONS 
Al I assumptions made when gathering data must be clearly 
stated and documented. The assumptions were analyzed by a 
group of co-workers to assure that the assumptions made 
were consistent with the objective of the study. Typical 
assumptions made in this case study were: 
The queuing phi I osophy used was Fi rs t In, 
First out CFIFOJ. 
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- A I I t o o I s w i I I be 1 0 0% s t a f f e d . 
- Tools can manufacture al I products with 
I imi ted impact on setup times. 
- The f a C t Ory W i I I WO r k t WO Sh i f t S , e i g h t 
hours per day, 240 days per year. 
- Too I U t i I i z a t i on I i mi t I s 9 5%. 
- The v a r i ab i I i t y I n a r r i v a I s , s 3 0%. 
, 
- The variability 1n equipment 1s 30%. 
"The utilization limit . 16 percentage that any the maximum 
equipment may be utilized. The variability percentage 1n 
arrivals indicates the variability f o r the arrival of 
material t 0 the system. The variability percentage 1n 
equipment indicates the variabi I ity for the performance of 
operations. 11 23 To understand the definition of variability 
percentage in arrivals, suppose that a part 1s expected to 
be delivered into the system or to a tool every hour. In 
practice a part arrives between every . 7 and 1.3 hours with 
• 
the average arrival at 1 .0 hours. Therefore, the standard 
a~ MANUPLAN II User's 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
1987), pp.2-15. 
0 
Man u a I for 
Network Dynamics 
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deviation IS expressed as 30 percent variability in 
arrivals. To understand the term variability percentage in 
equipment, suppose a too I takes five minutes to complete a 
job the In some t i mes the job . IS on average. practice, 
performed quicker and sometimes it 1s performed slower. If 
the standard deviation was estimated to be 1.5 minutes for 
this example, the variability percentage in equipment 1s 
expressed as 30% of the average time In the MANUPLAN mode I. 
VALIDATE INPUT DATA 
The third step IS to validate al I input data. The case 
study involved two products currently being manufactured 
and computer monitored. Industrial Engineering was able to 
provide data that is highly accurate and stable. Based on 
the current process data, the seven new products' input was 
developed by the Operators, Manufacturing Engineering, 
Industrial Engineering and Equipment Engineering. The input 
data was reviewed and modified as required during the case 
study. 
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DESIGN OF FACTORY MODEL IN MANUPLAN I I 
The fourth step of manufacturing systems planning 1s the 
construction of a model. Model construction in MANUPLAN I I 
1s a simple process once the input data has been collected. 
I n MAN UP LAN I I p r o g r a mm i n g , t he f i r s t s t e p i s to de f i n e t he 
amount of time the faci I ity wi I I operate. This case study 
was based on two shifts per day for 240 days a year. The 
input to MANUPLAN is shown in Fig~re 5. 
* 
* Operation 
* Un i t 
* 
Min. 
Flow time Demand 
Unit Period 
Days Year 
Min. used 
per Day 
960 
Days used 
per Year 
240 
F i g u r e 5 : MAN U P L AN I I • s Sp r e a d S h e e t - 0 p e r a t i o n T i me 
The next step was to define the utilization limit, the 
arrivals variability percentages, and the variability in 
r 
percentage in equipment, as shown in Figure 6. 
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* Utilizations Variability(%) 
in Arrivals 
Variability(%) 
in Equipment 
* Limit C%) 
* 95 30 
30 
* 
Figure 6: MANUPLAN I l's Spread Sheet - Variability & Limit 
Percentages 
The next step involves describing the equipment used in the 
facility, as shown in Figure 7. 
* 
* 
Equipment I I n Rel iabi I i t y -
CMin.) 
* 
name group MTBF 
MTTR 
* lngate 1 1000 1 0 
Prep A 1 950 13 
Tool A 1 884 
76 
Inspect 2 950 
13 
Prep B 1 820 
140 
Tool B 3 650 
300 
Oeprep B 1 950 
13 
Prep C 1 816 
135 
Tool C 1 650 
300 
Oeprep C 1 950 
13 
Outgate 1 1000 
10 
Do 11 e 
* 
* 
Figure 7: MANUPLAN ll's Spread Sheet - Equipment Definition 
The e q u i pme n t C too I ) av a i I ab i I i t y and re I i ab i I i t y are 
expressed in mean time between failure CMTBF) and the mean 
time to repair CMTTR) in minutes . In this case study, the 
number of 
. of equipment varied. This 
helps 
p 1 ·e c es are 
'\ 
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determine the minimum equipment 
required production. 
re q u i r eme n t s to meet any 
The next step • to define the part type and demand as I S 
shown . Figure 8 . The batch I n . lot for this size or size case 
study was one. Part movements from one operation to the 
next were assumed to f o I I ow the Just-In-Time and FIFO 
philosophies. 
• 
• 
• Part Demand Lot 
• Name Per Year Size 
• 
A 10000 1 
B 3000 1 
C 8000 1 
Done 
* 
* 
Figure 8: MANUPLAN I I's Spread Sheet Part Quantity 
Requirements 
The next step I S to ass I gn operation names to the 
equipment, as shown I n Figure 9 . I f an operation IS always 
performed on only one equipment group, the assigned 
propor"tion IS 1 . 0 . I f an operation IS performed by two or 
more pieces of equipment, the proportion of the parts 
produced on each piece of equipment must be indicated. 
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* 
* 
Operation Assignment for 
A 
* 
* 
Operation Equipment Proportion Setup Cycle 
Name Name Assigned t i me t i me 
I n lngate 1 _ 0 2.00 0.00 
Clean Prep A 1 . 0 0.00 5.00 
Add A Tool A 1 . 0 0.00 20.00 
lnsp Inspect 1 . 0 0.00 7.00 
Flux Prep B 1 _ 0 1 . 00 3.00 
Add B Tool B 1 . 0 0.00 13.00 
Bake Deprep B 1 . 0 0.00 8.00 
Wash Prep C 1 . 0 0.30 2.50 
Add C Tool C 1 . 0 0.00 25.00 
Dry Deprep C 1 . 0 0.00 9.50 
Out Outgate 1 . 0 2.00 0.00 
Done 
* 
* 
Figure 9: MANUPLAN II Spread Sheet - Operation Definition 
The next step I S to defined the routing ,n from-to 
operations. All parts start at 11 Dock 11 and finish 8 t II St Ok II 
(Stock) or 11 Scrp 11 (Scrap). The input data for routing of 
s-,,-
Figure 3 would appear as shown in Figure 10. 
Proportion 1s the percentage of parts that follow a 
, 
predefined path ,n the MANUPLAN routing as shown tn Figure 
1 O • An ex amp I e i s t ha t 3 0% of t he par t s w i I I r e q u i r e II F I u x 11 
a t t he II Too I B P r e p II s t a t i on a f t e r II Doc k 11 , a n d 7 0% o f t he 
parts wi 11 proceed to the 11 lngate 11 station. 
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* 
* 
Routing for Part A 
* 
From To Proportion 
* 
Opera t ion Operation 
* 
' 
Dock I n 0.1 
Dock Flux 0.3 
I n Clean 1 . 0 
Clean Add A 1 . 0 
Add A lnsp 1 . 0 
lnsp Flux 0.50 
lnsp Clean 0.01 
lnsp Out 0.49 
Flux Add B 1 . 0 
Add B Bake 1 . 0 
Bake Waah 1 . 0 
Wash I nap 0.5 
Wash Add C 0.5 
Add C Dry 1 . 0 
Dry Out 1 _ 0 
Out STOK 1 . 0 
Done 
* 
* Done 
Figure 10: MANUPLAN II Spread Sheet - Routing 
This completes the description of the MANUPLAN I I model 
used in the case study. The results of the MANUPLAN 
computations will be described in Chapters 7 and 8. 
DESIGN OF A FACTORY MODEL IN XCELL 
The first step 1 n XCELL mode I construction involves 
designing the work centers. Each work center 1s an element 
that does the actual work. To define a work center, first 
define the processing (cycle) t i me . Un I i k e MAN UP LAN I I , 
XCELL has five methods of obtaining each work center 
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processing t i me : constant, uniform distribution, 
expo n en t i a I d i s t r i bu t i on , nor ma I d i s t r i bu t i on , and gene r a I 
distribution (Ramberg-Schmeiser Di str ibut ion). These 
methods provide for a detailed analysis of the equipment 
and operations. Next, define a constant setup time for each 
work center as required. Since more than one process can be 
assigned to a work center, a different cycle time and setup 
time can be assigned for each part at a work center. 
Priority values can be assigned in XCELL, however, since 
FIFO process assumes no priorities were set. A fixed batch 
size 1s then assigned, I i k e t he MAN UP LAN I I p r o g r ams , t he 
lot s1 ze is one. The equipment avai labi Ii ty and rel iabi Ii ty 
are expressed In MTBF and MTTR, similar to MANUPLAN 11. 
Variability is added to the MTBF and MTTR by increasing the 
number of occurrences daily that equipment can fai I. 
• of Occurrences/Day 
1 
2 
3 
4 
MTBF Cmin.l 
(960 
(480 
(320 
(240 
- MTTR) 
- MTTR) 
MTTRJ 
- MTTR) 
MTTR Cmin.1 
Cl - Avail):&960 
CC1 - Avai l)):&960)/2 
CC1 Avai 11)*9601/3 
CC1 - Avai 1))*960)/4 
Table 3: MTBF & MTTR Daily Occurrences Calculation Table 
XCELL provides capabilities, absent from MANUPLAN I I, to 
better define the workstation (center). 
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XCELL also al lows for operators to be assigned to one or 
more work centers. This enables one to determine the effect 
of staffing on work centers. Poor staffing can result . ,n 
restricted tool avai !ability. I n MANUPLAN I I , 100% staffing 
was assumed. However, s i n c e staffing can be planned I n the 
XCELL mode I , a better understanding of the facility layout 
can be developed. For example, if a tool 1s uti I ized 20% of 
the t i me and another too I , s u t i I i zed 6 0% of the t i me , one 
operator may be assigned to both tools. But if two parts 
arrive at the same time only one tool may be run at a time. 
Therefore, one tool must remain idle w i th a par t . ,n queue 
until the other part is completed. With 100% staffing, both 
parts would have been processed immediately. When planning 
the faci Ii ty layout, tools staffed by one operator are 
placed near each other. Human factors are hard to define 
and mode I. People add noise that is unpredictable in real 
systems. Therefore this element 1s difficult 
a model. 
to capture ,n 
Scheduled Maintenance can be assigned to a work center at 
regular intervals, 
unpredictable times. 
e i the r ,,a rand om v a I U e 
general distribution. 
along 
The 
w i th random breakdowns at 
interval between breakdowns is 
f r om an expo n en t i a I d i s t r i bu t i on or 
The maintenance factor In the XCELL 
is a refine~ent not found in MANUPLAN I I. 
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Receiving Areas, Shipping Areas, and Buffers must be 
defined. A receiving area is a source of raw material. The 
'· 
~aterial may be an unlimited supply, regular batches with 
or the batch size with uniform probability distribution, 
arrival time of each batch specified. In this case study, 
t he r e c e i v i n g a re as supp I y an u n I i m i t e d sou r c e o f ma t e r i a I . 
The shipping area 
regular batches, 
can ship parts 1n a continuous flow, 
or as manually specifie·d. Buffers can be 
designated to hold a maximum number of units and order the 
method by which the parts are withdrawn. 
A trigger process IS used to replenish low stock at 
buffers, and shipping areas. Low triggers are a . . rece1v1ng, 
means of implementing a pull production system. Parts will 
be p u I I e d f r om an upstream stock or operation once stock 
reaches the trigger level. 
The trigger process 1s de f i rte d by input and output I inks 
that the work center, receiving areas, . . JO In together 
shipping areas, and buffer. Symbols graphically define each 
work center, receiving area, shipping area, and buffer. 
L i n es i I I us t rate the movement of the mater i a I I n and out of 
the work station. Figure 
of a factory in XCELL. 
11 shows a visual representation 
Un-1 iRe MANUPLAN 11, XCELL can join subassembly processes to 
the main process flow, as demonstrated in Figure 11. 
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Presently, XCELL developers are designing a programming 
method to join sectors, thereby permitting for the output 
~of one sector to be the input for the next. This al lows one 
to simulate the variability • the product flow between I n 
sectors. The sector approach which was used for the 
MANUPLAN I I model was also used for the case study. The 
modular approach used in this case study makes a complex 
factory plan manageable. 
.. 
LEGEND 
SHIPPING 0 XCELL MODEL 
WORKSTATION D 
BUFFER ,r--"1 \ I 
I I 
---.J 
RECEIUING C) 
MAINTENANCE r, 
n 
Figure 11: XCELL MODEL 
The results of 
chapters 7 & 8. 
t he XCEL L mode I s w i I I 
6 1 
be described in 
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CHAPTER 6 - VALIDATION 
PLOT RUNS 
The fifth step involves making plot or test runs for the 
validation process. The plot runs are reviewed to assure 
that the programs are logical. The program is compared 
with the flow chart and the input data to determine if the 
output is feasible. The objective of this step is to obtain 
and re ta i n c red i bi I i t y. 11 Mode I c red i bi I i t y i s reflected by 
the wi 11 ingness of persons to base decisions on information 
obtained from the model. 11 2" 
VALIDITY 
The s i x t h s t e p I s p e r f o rm i n g a sens i t i v i t y an a I y s i s . When 
evaluating a 
qualification, 
es tab I ished. 
simulation mode I , 
verification, and 
the processes of 
validation must be 
Jeffery K. Cochran, I n his article "Techniques for 
Ascertaining the Validity of Large-scale Production 
•
4 Lee. W. Schruben, "Es tab I ishing 
Simulation," Simulation, March 1980, p. 
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Simulation Models," offers the 
following definition for 
qualification, verification and v
alidation.as 
"Qualification 1s the proc
edure of 
determining the elements of the 
model needed 
to provide an acceptable level 
of agreement 
w i t h t he mode I I e d po r t i on o f r ea 
I i t y . 
Verification is the procedure of
 determining 
the proper functioning of the w
orking model 
to a specified I imi t of accura
cy. Computer 
programming flow charts and d
ebugging are 
often used. 
Validation is the procedure of
 determining 
whether a simulation model 
formed ,n 
qualification and verification pr
ocedures are 
and accurate representation of th
e portion of 
reality under study." 
The qua I i f i ca t i on pr o c e du re was p
erformed during step two 
v,a data collection. The veri
fication procedure IS 
performed upon es tab I ishing credi
bi Ii ty 1n the plot runs of 
the model. Validation 1s not 
a simple procedure, i t 
requires establishing whether 
a model I S a true 
representation of the system
 being evaluated. Validation 
can be performed using historical 
data, as 1n this case of 
two products being manufactured
, or by forecasting. The 
graphics capabi I ity of XCELL le
nds confidence to the 
model's validity. Those who use 
forecasting to validate the 
··-~ . 
system can use one of the two 
approaches, the Schruben 
model or a cost-risk analysis. 
a5Jeffery K. Cochran, 
Validity Of Large-Scale 
International Journal of 
25, No. 2, p. 233. 
11 Techniques For Ascertaining The 
Production Simulation Models", 
Production Research, 1987, Volum
e 
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'Turing' Approach 
Lee W. Schruben proposes a procedure to improve the face 
validity of 
potential 
a simulation model by actively involving the 
simulation models users. Schruben based 
p r o c e du re on A . M . Tu r i n g con c e p t ' s for t es t i n g mode I s . 
In ,Schruben's approach, 11 the nul I hypothesis 
that',the expert cannot distinguish between 
genuine and simulated documents is treated as 
analogous to sampling blindly from a finite 
population without using replacements. That 
is, a hypergeometric variate would be tested. 
Designing this experiment calls for a two-
way layout as shown below: 11 2e 
Thought Thought 
genuine simulated 
Genuine Ngg Ngs Ng 
Simulated Nsg Nss Ns 
Ng Ns 
Figure 12: A Two-Way Layout For Evaluation Simulation 
"Here .. _ Ns 
documents, 
Nij ts the 
the subject 
1s the number of simulated 
Ng Is the number of documents, and 
number of type I documents which 
identifies as type J."•.., 
his 
Schruben's approach 
to a Bernoulli trail 
treats each document as being subject 
and "the experiment 1s analogous to 
ae Lee W. Schruben, "Es tab I ishing The Credi bi Ii ty Of 
S i mu I a t i on s 11 , S I MULA T I ON, C Ma r ch 1 9 8 0 ) : p . 1 0 2 . 
( 
a7 'b'd I I . 
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the transmission of information through a binary symmetric 
channe1 11 ae that is represented in Figure 13: 
p 
Document Contains: Subject Thought 
Document was 
Simulated 
Simulated 
I n f or ma t i on 
Document Contains 
Genuine 
I n f o r ma t i on p 
Subject Thought 
Document was 
Genuine. 
Figure 13: A Binary Synvnetric Information Channel 
ae 
11 'p' 1s the probability of correct 
classification and q = 1-p 1s the probability 
of error. Let S denote the number of 
simulation documents that the expert could 
positively detect then Nsg (the number of 
simulated documents not detected) when 
conditioned on S has a hypergeometric 
distribution: 
ProbCNgg = k:S - sl -
Ns -s 
k 
Ng 
k 
Ns + Ng -s 
Ng 
Herek is the value of Nsg 1n the test. If 
the expert is told Ng and 
theorem gives (assuming S 
zero and Ns): 
Prob(S - s:Nsg - k ) -- - -
Ns 
I: CNs 
s=O 
i b i d . 
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where the annotation Cmlt means the product 
Cm)Cm-1), .... ,Cm-t). Given the outcome of the 
exp e r i men t C k = N s g ) , then t he po s t e r i o r 
probabi Ii ty of S can be found. 11 ae 
Schruben provides a table of the distribution of S Cgiven 
Ns=Ng=10) and notes that this conditional distribution is 
sharply peaked and therefore offers natural points for 
differentiating good results from bad ones. 
Cost - Risk Analyses 
Balci and Sargent (1981) provide an alternative to the 
validation methodology, because II i n the statistical 
hypothesis testing procedures there are two important wrong 
decisions involved in testing the validity of a simulation 
mode I : 
Cl) Rejecting the validity of the model when 
it is actually valid (type I error, called 
mode I bu i I de r ' s r i s k ) : and 
(2) accepting the validity of the model when 
it 1s actually invalid (type II error, called 
model user's isk). 11 ao 
aeibid. p.103 
aoJeffery K. Cochran, "Techniques For Ascertaining The 
Validity Of Large-Scale Production Simulation Models", 
International Journal of Production Research, 1987, Volume 
25, No. 2, p.240. 
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Balci and Sargent construct relationships among the risks, 
a cc e p tab I e v a I i d i t y range , s amp I e s I z es , and the cost of 
data. Using their methodology, they construct schedules and 
graphs . Mode I bu i I de r and mode I user can then make j u d gme n t 
decisions regarding the trade-offs involved. 
This method IS developed by comparing an 
characteristic curve of a simulation model to a 
operating 
tails test 
from elementary statistics. "The important relation 1s that 
'decreasing the 
increased the 
upper bound of the model user's risk 
up p e r bound o f t he mode I bu i I de r ' s r i s k . The 
key element In their approach IS inclusion of 
parameters and optimization." 
11 They note that the cost of data collect i6n, 
/ 
f r om t he mode I and f r om the sys t em I s usu a I I y 
a linear function of the sample sizes and 
over he a,d cos t . Def i n e n J and N J as the number 
of observations collected on the jth model 
and system response variable, respectively, 
where J = 1,2, ... ,k and k 1s the number of 
response variables. Further, let CJ and CJ be 
the unit cost of collecting one observation 
from the jth model and real system. It 1s 
usually a straight forward task to estimate 
these costs with respect to the data 
collection method to be employed and 
p r e I i mi nary mode I r u n s . 
For a given data collection budget B, it 1s 
usually desirable to select sample sizes to 
produce the minimum model user's risk as: 
Minimize 
Subject to 
J = 1, ... ,k) 
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k E nJ 
j = 1 
n J >,. r , 
+ 
k 1 NJ >/ q 
j = 1 
j = 1, ... ,k 
j - 1, ... ,k 
j = 1, ... ,k 
where rand R are the minimum sample size 
requirements and q the minimum total sample 
size requirement for the hypothesis test 
being used. 'b' is the functional response of 
the model user's risk to changes in the 
number of observations col lected. 11 
Balci and Sargent use Hotel I ing's two-sample T2 test to 
compare model and system means. 
11 A f t e r a I en g t h y de r i v a t i on t hey s how t hat 
for this case, the previous optimization 
problem is equivalent to: 
nN 
Maximize 
Subject to 
where k 
Cm - t C J , -
-~ j = 1 
n + N 
< B , 
' 
n + N >, k + 2 
n, N integer 
k 
Cn - £ CJ , - j = 1 B' - B -
and the degrees of freedom n+N-k-1 must be 
greater than or equal to one. This is a non-
I i n e a r i n t e g e r p r o g r a mm i n g p r o b I em . B a I c i a n d 
Sargent present a solution algorithm which 
first determines feasibi I ity and if it 
exists, finds the solution by enumeration 
over the feasible set of either n or N 
,whichever has· the smallest range)." 
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"For a g~en set of costs, then a parameter 
s t-u d y of t he op t i ma I d f s i g n of the data 
co I I e c t i on exp er i men t can be found by var y i n g 
the data collection budget B. If the results 
of this study are turned into a series of 
graph curves, important questions can be 
resolved: 
) 
C1l What budget and sample sizes would be 
required for given 
validation levels 
builder's risk? 
cost Co, Co, c,, 
for user's 
CI ' 
r i s k 
and 
and 
C2) For a given budget and costs, how valid 
is a model?" 
Figure 14 i s an ex amp I e p I o t of d a ta co I I e c t i on budge t 
vs. Maximum model users budget . 
Maximum 
Model 
User's 
Risk 
( b) 
Co, Co 
Cm, C • 
Data Collect ion Budget CB) 
Figure 14: Model User's Risk vs. Budget 
"Balci and Sargent note in their paper that 
this method of involving decision makers 
before great expense has been undertaken can 
greatly increase the effectiveness of the use 
of a validation budget. It also may provide 
insight that wi I I help to reframe the 
original goals of the simulation. For 
example, the decision to proceed with.any 
data co I I e c t i on e f for t may be demons t rated to 
not be cost feasible. 
• 
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Summary 
Balci and s,rgent's approach is presented in 
a general form and is not I imi ted to the 
assumption of the Hotel I ing two-sample T 2 
test. It seems that many important open 
questions about how large a sample to take, 
and where breakeven points occur may be wel I 
mode I I e d by th i s econ om i c approach of 
attaching costs as a measure of risks. The 
focus on user's risk as central is clearly an 
important de v e Io pme n t . 11 3, 
Determining the method for validation of large-scale 
simulation models depends upon the objectives of the model 
bui Ider and the model user. Both methods are equally good 
b u t , depending on the objectives, one may be more 
appropriate. 
In t h i s case study, the output data and equipment 
statistics f o r the two products currently being 
manufactured were collected Cas tn step two), and compared 
with the results of the plot runs, (as 1n step five). 
The 'Turing' approach was used to validate the balance of 
the models. Schruben's hypothesis was used to validate the 
mode I I n the case study because the model users were more 
interested in a comp)rison of each situation than the Cost-
Risk comparison. 
31ibid. pp.240-242. 
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Since MANUPLAN I I was used as a rough cut tool, and ~CELL 
was used to refine the process, the two models validate 
each other. The models provided equipment utilization 
results within a statistically acce.ptable level. 
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CHAPTER 7 - EXPERIMENTS 
EXPERIMENTS 
The seventh step ,s to design experiments for the system to 
simulate and to define the initial conditions of each run. 
The number of independent simulation runs required for each 
alternative must a I so be de term i n e d . I t i s w i s e t o ex am i n e 
as many alternatives as possible to answer any "what if" 
ques·t ions that might exist. 
There are three basic manufacturing strategies, being 
considered by this analysis: 
* Bu i I d i n g a u n I q u e man u f a c t u r i n g line for 
each product type. 
* Bu i I d i n g a f a c i I i t y t ha t I s a comb i n a t i on 
of flexible manufacturing Cwhere applicable) 
and s ma I I u n i q u e I i n e s . 
.. 
* Designing a flexible manufacturing system 
for al I products. 
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Mode' I s for 
MANUPLAN I I. 
these 
A set 
three strategies were created using 
of models were created for each of the 
product types, each model assumed that each product wo u 1, d 
be bu i I t on an i n d i v i du a I I i n e . Each mode I cons i s t e d of s i x 
independent sectors. 
A f t er ex am i n i n g the product f I ow, work con ten t , and product 
size, the models shown in Table 4 represent the best 
possible combination of products that could be manufactured 
on the same line. These combination lines would have little 
or no impact on equipment design, thereby incurring Ii ttle 
capital cost. The results from the first three combination 
models were examined and, as a result, combination models 
four and five were built. 
Model Name • Product Type 
Combo 1 A, 8, C, D 
Combo 2 E' F 
Combo 3 G, H, I 
Combo 4 A, C, D 
Combo 5 8, E, F 
Table 4: Combination Manufacturing Product Lines 
Finally, a large model was created with the assumption that 
there was no I i m i t to the amount of money spent on 
equipment modifications. 
Using the forecasts, experiments (discussed in chapter 4), 
were; designed to measure the effect of incremental change 
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,n volume, Work-In-Process CWIP), Turn-Around-Time CTAT), 
equipment 
simulation 
quantity, and utilization. Ten independent 
runs were performed for each model created. 
RUNS 
Step eight is to perform the runs specified in step seven. 
Experimental runs were then made by varying the volume per 
year in increments of 10%. The WIP, TAT, equipment quantity 
and uti I ization were recorded after each run. 
ANALYSIS 
Step nine 1s to analyze the output data t a~ -d &,,t e r m i n e t h e 
best system design. Graphical techniques were used to 
perform the analysis. Figures 
graphics used. 
15-20 are examples of the 
Figure 15 shows the bar graph used to determine the total 
impact on equipment requirements. The equipment costs are 
impacted by the quantity of equipment required in each 
alternative. For ~xample, i f a piece of equipment is 
underut i Ii zed In the single product production I i n e 
alternative, and f u I I y utilized when a combination of 
,, 
products are produced on the manufacturing I i n e , then 
instead of three tools only · one tool may be required. 
Conversely, if a piece of equipment has a higher setup time 
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when used for many products and/or i t has a high 
u t i I i z a t i on p e r c en tag e , .. add i t i on a I too I s many be r e q u i red . 
EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
( SINGLE US. COMBINATION) 
LEGEND 
::>,t 
E--11 TOOL A 
--E--11 z TOOL B Wlil 
.CZ: 
:::I 
O' TOOL C V/01 
E--11 
i5 TOOL D &\.'\j E g,,. 
-:::I 
O' 
~ 
u u u I u 
' ' ' 
I 
' TIME i:i::l = = I i:i::l C 
= 
u 
' ' 
C 
= 
u 
' ' (t (t (t (t (ll ~ w ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 (J (.? (.? (t i:i::l (J (J (.? (t i:i::l 
z z z ... J: z z z ... X 
M M .... 0 0 M M M 0 0 
Cl) t;) t;) ... u t;) t;) t;) ... u 
Figure 15: Equipment Requirements 
In the case where additional tools are required, the 
alternative of making that piece of equipment dedicated to 
a product was investigated. Generally the WIP and TAT were 
'']igher than with the flexible equipment, because the tools 
caused process delays in the manufacturing I ine. Of course, 
the additional equipment must be justified against the 
saving in WIP and improvement 1n TAT. I t 1s easier to 
justify one tool for combination production lines, than one 
tool for each of the single I ines Ca total of three tools). 
The f I ex i b i I i t y g a i n e d f r om the add i t i on a I cap a c i t y caused 
by the lower uti I ization percentage provides an opportunity 
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to develop new products on the manufacturing floor. Charts 
I ike Figure 
determine the 
15 provide 
impact of 
and space requirements. 
t he i n for ma t i on 
each alternative on 
required 
capitol 
to 
cost 
The next set of charts examines the effect of the change in 
dJ ' 
volume on WIP. WIP affects the amount of products Cdol lars) 
tied up in in-process inventory, and the space required to 
.---· 
queue pa r t s on t he man u fa c tu r i n g f I o or . The ob j e c t i v e he re 
is to reduce the WIP to a minimum while sti 11 meeting the 
throughput requirements. Three phenomena occurred. Figure 
16 shows a single product manufacturing I i n e that has 
almost no WIP. This occurred only on the smal I number of 
products that are scrapped instead of reworked. Figure 17 
\hows that the single product I ine has a higher level of 
WIP than the combination man u fa c t u r i n g I i n e . This occurred 
when product B, which requires rework was combined with 
C & D. This observation lead to the products A, 
combination of B, E, & F. Figure 18 shows that combination 
I ines can better control t he amo u n t of WI P re q u i r e d as 
volume increases. This occurred when 
combined together w i th new bu i I d 
quantities increased enough to reduce 
rework parts were 
parts. Equipment 
the utilization 
percentage on the combination manufacturing lines, thus 
e I imi nat i ng the 'high queues of product from the equipment 
'-
that was present in the single product manufacturing I ine. 
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Figure 16: Work-In-Process vs. Volume for 
Single Product A and Combo A, C, & D. 
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Figure 18: Work-In-Process vs. Volume for 
Single Product G and Combo G, H, & I. 
r 
the effect of the change 1n volume was plotted 
against the TAT. The shorter the TAT, the be t t e r t he 
responses to the customers. Figure 19 shows that as the 
volumes increase, the TAT for the combination rt)anufactur ing 
' 
production I i n e decreases and TAT for the single 
manufacturing production I ine increases. In this case, as 
the volume increases, highly utilized workstations required 
more equipment, and the increase in equipment decreases the 
equipment uti I ization percentage. Note that only one or two 
equipment types may require more equipment for the 
combination manufacturing I ine, but other equipment types 
s t i l I require sma I I er quantities of equipment !han the 
total amount of equipment for a single product 
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m a n u f a c t u r i n- g I 'i n e . I n t h e I o n g r u n , the capital cost and 
space requirements are reduced on t he comb i n a t i on 
manufacturing I ine in comparison to the single product 
production I i n e . 
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Figure 19: Turn-Around-Time vs. Volume for 
Single Product G and Combo G, H, & I. 
shows that the single product I i n e has a 
' 
the combination I i n e . This occurs 0 n ry in 
lower 
cases 
where the products were scrapped. Without the looping of 
the rework parts and the generally smal ler cycle t i me , 
parts A, C, & D work more productivity in batch production. 
In the cases where WIP and TAT reflect the patterns of 
F i g u r e s 1 8, a n d 1 9 , a n d t h e e q u i p me n t q u a n t i t y a s a w h o I e 
\_ 
( 
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was reduced by comb i n in g the products , the a I tern at iv e of a 
comb i n at i on man u fact u r i n g 
alternative. 
I i n e was shown to be the better 
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Figure 20: Turn-Around-Time vs. Volume for 
Single Product A and Combo A, C, & D. 
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' 
In the cases where WIP and TAT reflect the patterns of 
Figures 17 and 20, which only concurred for product B. The 
product was combined with products E & F. This proved to be 
a be t t er comb i n at i on . 
In the cases where WIP and TAT reflected the patterns of 
Figures 1 6 and 20, which occurred ,n the case of the 
sma I I er products that are scrapped instead of reworked, 
another alternative was investigated. The alternative was 
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to produce the product in Economic Order Quantity c~b~) on 
the combination I ine instead of in a batch size of one. 
This proved to be nearly equivalent to single product lines 
for TAT and WIP quantity, but reduced the quantity of 
equipment required. Using the EOQ, the factory would only 
run one product at a time and then would be set up for the 
next product. Products would be stored unti I the supply was 
exhausted due to demand. 
The attempt to combine 
manufacturing I i n e showed 
a I I 
that 
the products into one 
this alternative was 
feasible. WIP or TAT could not be controlled. The capital 
cost to produce tools that could bui Id al I the products was 
much higher than the other alternatives. 
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CHAPTER 8 - CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
The final step , and maybe the most important, IS to 
document the mode I , ass ump t i on s , and results. The results 
from the study can then be implemented. 
In the initial MANUPLAN 11 models, the imp a c t of the 
equipment rel iabi Ii ty, setup and cycle time on the system 
production throughput, WIP, and TAT was determined. The 
.. 
quantity and types of equipment required, batch sizes, and 
queue requirements were d\etermined by the initial analysis. 
The r e s u I t s o f t he i n i t i a I s t u d y w i t h MAN UP LAN I I s u g g es t s 
that the production fac i Ii ty shown 1n Table 5 would be 
appropriate to bui Id the products. 
/ 
/ , . 
M~n~f~~turing I ine 
~y 
Product Type 
A,C,D 
8,E,F 
G, H, I 
Batch Size 
EOO 
1 
1 
Table 5: Recommended Manufacturing Production Linea 
The results 
then used 
of the 
to create 
study using the analytical model were 
a simulation model to refine the 
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factory design. The MANUPLAN I I models are incapable of 
modeling constrained queue sizes and operators. The XCELL 
simulation model was used to determine the minimum queue 
sizes required between adjacent equipment groups, and where 
/ 
operators can tend more than one piece of equipment. 
/ 
XCELL equipment u t i I i z at i on per c en tag es were s i mi I a r to 
MANUPLAN I l~ouf increased as the que es were constrained, 
or when operators were unavailable. 
The combination I i n es had the least impact on equipment 
r e q u i r em e n t s . T h e r e c o mm e n d e d c om b i n a t i o n I ines can better 
control the amount of WIP required, resulting 1n a reduced 
amouAt of product tied up ,n in-process inventory and 1n a 
reduced space requirement for part queues on the 
man u fa c t u r i n g f I o or . The comb i n a t i on ·I i n es a I so prov i de a 
shorter Turn-Around-Time, and therefore a better response 
to the customers. XCELL also provides a better 
. , 
understanding of the mater i a I flow and manufacturing 
staffing requirements. 
MANUPLAN I I ' s an a I y t i ca I mode I and XCELL's simulation 
' 
models complement each other and provide a mechanism for an 
effective analysis methodology for designing manufacturing 
systems. MANUPLAN I I works wel I as a pre-simulation 
analysis tool by addressing a wide range of design issues 
and permitting selection of desirable design alternatives. 
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XCELL models are more effective for a detailed analysis of 
material logistics issues. The model users can operate and 
modi f y t he s i mu I at i on mode I s con v en i en t I y . The r e for e , as 
the implementation process begins and problems arise, the 
model may be modified easily to provide alternative 
solutions. 
•· 
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